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Abstract 
This study was aimed to investigate how children’s English vocabulary acquisition 
process in Golden Christian School. Case study qualitative design with ethnographic 
were used to find out the answer of problem of the study. The population of this study 
was the children who studying in Golden Christian School third grade. The students 
were in one class consisted of 15 students. The observation and documentation result 
show whole class activity and interview result used to find parents contributions in their 
children’s English vocabulary acquisition at home. The finding of this study showed 
some points as follows: First, school and teacher had important role in children’s 
English vocabulary acquisition at school. Teacher was being a model and source for 
children in learning English, making the material easy to understand and also using 
simple language for children. Second, parent contributions in children English 
vocabulary acquisition at home are by be their friend in speaking use English, suggest 
children to practice speaking at home, give children private course and let them to learn 
English or found new vocabulary by using social media and TV channel. 
Keywords: second language acquisition; child language; language acquisition device; 
vocabulary 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Children have much potential to learn language than older people. It easier for 
them to memorize a new vocabulary or word, the less parent talks with their child the 
less him get the vocabulary.  And also, the more vocabulary, the easier for us to have 
communication with other. Has been known, communication is the process of sharing 
meaning verbal and nonverbal. It is the creation of meaning between two people or 
more. In a broad sense, communication can be defined as the sharing of experience. 
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The language has many names such as a language had been gotten by family 
since child is first language (mother tongue), second language, third language, and other 
language learned after first language and it’s has wide area, the last is foreign language, 
a language had been learned beside first and  second language difference with other it’s 
has limit area. It could be said that Indonesian language is the mother tongue language 
of students, and the English language is as the target language studied by the students 
(L2). There are many language can uses for speak to foreign such as English. So 
teaching English language is known as the teaching of a foreign language. 
When learned a language there a process called Acquisition. Acquisition is 
language learned process depend with how the steps or interaction to get the language, it 
usually happen naturally. In Language Acquisition study, they believe that human mind 
is equipped with a faculty for learning language it’s called Language Acquisition 
Device (LAD). According to Chomsky, children have LAD since they were born. It 
makes they be able to obtain language (mother tongue or other language). Besides that, 
LAD makes child to estimate the language structure. Therefore, there are many 
characteristic of grammar in mother tongue no need to learn particularly. Because of the 
structure and grammar of language that they get from the first is same with all language 
called deep structure in universal grammar (Rohmani Nur Indah, 2011). That means 
children do not need to memorize and imitate every sentence pattern for mastering a 
language. 
In learning a new language there are some factors can effected someone’s 
language acquisition such as their age. Many researchers believe that children have 
much potential than old people in learn language. For a child, learning language is part 
of their brain chemistry. They are literally built to absorb information; they do this in an 
unconscious state of mind, like they are learning and they do not even know it. Adults 
and older children, on the other hand, have to consciously learn the information which 
makes it harder because when learn that way, information sometimes gets lost or 
disassociated (Robin, 2014). 
Many studies examining second language (L2) acquisition focus on the 
influence of age. The age variable examined in L2 studies is usually the age of first 
exposure to the target L2 (Flege, Yeni-Komshian, & Liu, 1999).  
If the age really can affect someone foreign language acquisition, teach a foreign 
language or second language such as English in Indonesian should be in early age, so it 
can make them easier to communicate with foreigner because of the global era and job 
demands that make them should be able to understand with International language. So 
teach English in early age can let them to have much time for increase their foreign 
language so they can be able to compete with foreigner. 
METHOD 
This study conducted in Golden Christian School Palangkaraya, a qualitative 
case study design with ethnographic aimed to investigate how childrens’ English  
vocabulary acquisition process. 
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Ethnography is a design of inquiry coming from anthropology and sociology in 
which the researcher studies the shared patterns of behaviors, language, and actions of 
an intact cultural group in a natural setting over a prolonged period of time. Data 
collection often involves observations and interviews (Creswell, 2014). 
The purpose of this investigation are to investigate how children in Golden 
Christian School acquire their English vocabulary in EFL primary school context and to 
describe parent contributions in their  chilodrens’ English vocabualry acqusition at 
home. The participan are 15 students and by using purposive sampling technique the 
subject become 5 children and 5 parents. 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
The Description of  Golden Christian School 
Golden Christian School uses two kind curriculum they are K13 and Cambridge 
curriculum (International Curriculum). In there every sing are using English, also sains 
and math text book subject use English, for English subject they have twice in a week 
on Monday and Wednesday have 30 minutes break time. To develop student language 
ability, Golden Christian school has a language laboratory, studio room for watching or 
learning using projector, an auditorium, library, mirror room using for language and 
literature on poetry and drama and reading room also in Tuesday and Thursday they use 
English full time. 
In teaching learning situation the teachers used full English and do students. 
Even when they want to drink or take permission, teacher also do intermezzo before 
they start to study. In giving the vocabularies to the student, teacher taught how to 
pronounce it and write it first. 
In Golden Christian School third grade children were able to correct a wrong 
sentence. Their fluency and pronounce in speaking is good; they had much vocabulary 
although sometimes their grammar is still error.   
Beside that, they could answer question about their name, full name, where do 
they live, their favourite cartoon, animal and food, their hobby, their future goals using 
English. 
English Vocabulary Acquisition Process in Golden Christian School 
This research was conducted to find how children’s English vocabulary 
acquisition process in Golden Christian School third grade and to what extent do their 
parents contribute to the English vocabulary. According to Baker (2011), there are 
different ways to acquire second language, will be in formal and informal where in 
formal way as in classroom environment like happen in Golden Christian School where 
teacher and school program help students to acquire their English vocabulary by using 
English and suggested student to speak English in classroom and school area. This 
theory is suitable with Krashen where he believes if teacher help make input 
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comprehensible in several ways such as teacher provide context in the form of pictures 
and realia. The teacher gives the command and models the movement for gives the 
context that helps make the command comprehensible (Krashen, 2013).  Informal way 
is where students got the vocabulary by being culturally active participant of the 
society; children could find the new vocabulary from other media such as game, 
YouTube etc. Based on the result, writer found if Children’s English vocabulary 
acquisition process done by children in Golden Christian School is second language 
acquisition guided (Indah, 2011). 
According to Hayness (2007) believes if there are 5 stages of second language 
acquisition, the first stage is preproduction also called the silent period where children 
gradually build up their vocabulary to about 500 word without speaking the language. 
The second stage called early production where children or learners have around 1000 
word vocabulary and could constructing words in short phrases, third stages or speech 
emergence, in this stage children acquire around 3000 words and be able to speak short 
sentence and make simple phrase like “em.. This is golden and have a houses and colour 
whit and the next is mine” and in “I really like broccoli because it’s nice and healthy”.  
By now children should be able to engage in conversation and ask simple 
question like when they respond writer question “How about your hobby, do you have 
any hobby?” and the child replied “Football”, when children asking about a new 
vocabulary they asking by said for example “What is Mess?” or when asking something 
by said “Can I have a drink?”. In this stage they also can understand short stories if it 
supported with pictures for example like in golden Christian school, teacher in giving a 
task about vocabulary they usually put a picture beside the vocabulary and also in their 
book this is suitable with Krashen’s theory (Krashen, 2013). The Forth stage is 
intermediate fluency, in this stage Haynes said if children have active vocabulary of 
6000 words and can longer and more complex phrases with grammatical errors but 
demonstrate excellent comprehension for example in “My really like….”;“have a 
houses” and ”colour white” where the right form is “I really like….”;”have a house” 
and “white colour” in this case children understand with the question but still have a 
problem with their grammar its mean the negative influence of L1 affected their L2. The 
last stage is called advanced fluency where this stage takes around 5-10 years to achieve 
proficiency in second language acquisition, by now children are considered near-native. 
Also children in Golden Christian School third grade learned second language 
by used sequential language learning environment ways, where they learned English in 
a school that use foreign and national curriculum (Helgunseth, 2009). Where there are 
four stage of sequential second language learning, the first stage is called home 
language use where children tend to refuse to use their native language even though 
other do not understand them. Second stage is silent period is when children can hardly 
speak but rely on nonverbal communication. Third stage is telegraphic and formulaic 
speech its mean at these stage children will start to speak in target language but only 
using short phrase or repeat the words of other as in the children speak when the writer 
asked about her favourite cartoon she replied “Little Pony” its answer seem with the 
other children who is done the speaking before her and as in hers when she is asked by 
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the writer about her favourite cartoon she replied “Boboboy” its answer is seem with the 
other children speech before or in hers speech “I really really like broccoli”;”my mam” 
and “in batusuli”. The last stage is productive language where children construct their 
own sentence. Those sentence might be very basic and incorrect but time will improve it 
as in children speech “emm this is Golden and have a houses and colour white and the 
next is mine” and “My really like emmm my favourite movie is”. 
Parents Contributions on Childrens’ English Vocabualry Acqusition 
In helping to increase children’s English vocabulary there will be many factors 
such as Age, Environment, Individual different etc. Where in this research, parents 
contributed is very needed in teaching English at home (Weizman & Snow, 2011). 
According to Yusuf (2009) there are several factors that influence children language 
development such as health, intelligence, socioeconomic status, sex and family 
relationship. Health factor has major role in children language development, where if in 
first two years children health is bad it could affect his language development. Children 
with normal intelligence usually had rapid language development different with mental 
retardation children where they are lack in speaking a language. In socioeconomic status 
factor, most of the children were from low economic had slow language development in 
their language because of the lack of intelligence and the time for learning. Based on 
sex factor, female children in two years old and more have rapid language development 
than male. And the last, family relationship where children who have good relationship 
whit their family get more attentions and love from their parents, they could facilitated 
their language development. That why the environment become the most influential 
factor in teaching English at home, because parents and environment could be children 
place in practice their speaking ability beside school, where there children should have a 
friend to talk with at home it could be parents, sister, brother, neighbour and private 
teacher. If children do not have a chance to speak, they will be cannot express the 
language that they got from school and this problem will effects their speaking ability 
and language acquisition. 
It could be said that parents contributions on children’s English vocabualry 
acquisition at home are by be their friend in speak english, such as ask them using 
English and join them in speaking English. The other contributions are suggest their 
children to speak English with her, let him listen to English songs, teach him to watch 
English channel and give them private course, ask them to reread their text book and 
and ask them to watch how to pronounce a vocabulary well in Youtube. Be their friend 
or teacher when help them do thir task, practice speaking and writing at home.  
CONCLUSION 
Based on the result of the data analysis and discussion in the previous chapter, it 
show that English vocabulary acquisition process in Golden Christian School third 
grade is called second language acquisition guided. It is done by the help of teacher and 
school program, where the teacher was being a source of new vocabulary and as a 
model in learning English. By school program, they suggested their students to use 
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English in classroom and school area. The extents of parental contributions on 
children’s English vocabulary acquisition at home are as the teacher and facilitator. 
Parent contributed their children by gave their children a chance to speak English at 
home, let them joined a private course,  be friend for their children to speak English at 
home, gave them the other source to find new vocabulary by themself. 
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